Inflammatory Fibroid Polyps of the Duodenum: A Review of the Literature
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Abstract
Background/Aim: An inflammatory fibroid polyp (IFP) is a rare benign submucosal gastro-intestinal lesion with an uncertain origin and natural history. An IFP was first described in the stomach and is rare in the duodenum. Presenting signs and symptoms vary according to anatomical site. This systematic literature review was prompted by the recent presentation of a patient with biliary obstruction caused by a duodenal IFP. Methods: A review of all duodenal IFPs identified in the PubMed database from 1971 onwards is presented within the context of what is known about the lesion at other gastro-intestinal sites. Results: Of approximately 1,000 IFP cases identified, 70% were of gastric origin, and fewer than 1% occurred in the duodenum. Duodenal IFPs typically present with non-specific features, and no pre-operative diagnoses of lesions at this site have been made. Microscopy reveals spindle-shaped cells, prominent capillaries, and an inflammatory cell filtrate. Immunohistochemistry shows the lesions to be CD34 and vimentin positive, but CD117, S100, and factor VIII negative. Local recurrence is most unusual following complete resection. Conclusions: This rare benign entity in the duodenum should be included in the differential diagnosis of all peripancreatic masses. The advent of endoscopic ultrasound may allow pre-operative diagnosis of the lesion in the duodenum, enabling local resection and potentially avoiding unnecessary pancreatoduodenectomy.

Introduction

An inflammatory fibroid polyp (IFP) is a rare benign lesion of the gastro-intestinal (GI) tract. It is a solitary, non-encapsulated, usually submucosal, polypoid lesion characterized by oedematous connective tissue and numerous small blood vessels with an eosinophilic inflammatory infiltrate. First described by Vanek [1] in 1949, the term IFP was coined later in 1953 by Helwig and Rainer [2]. IFP has also been referred to as gastric eosinophilic submucosal granuloma [1], Vanek’s tumour [3], eosinophilic granuloma [4], haemangiopericytoma [4, 5], myxoma [6], inflammatory pseudotumour [4], fibromatosis eosinophilic infiltration [4], and polypoid myoendothelioma [7] which has led to confusion in the literature.

The natural history of IFP is unknown, but rapid growth may occur within a few months [8], and sizes of up to 20 cm have been reported [9]. The pre-operative diagnosis is rarely suspected or made [4, 10, 11]. The lesion is usually found in the stomach [5], but can occur throughout the GI tract [12]. An IFP in the duodenum is very unusual [5,
13–15], and to date there has been only one published attempt at a clinicopathological evaluation of IFP at this site [14]. This literature review of duodenal IFP is presented within the context of what is known about the lesion at other GI sites and was prompted by the recent presentation at Auckland City Hospital of a patient with biliary obstruction caused by an IFP in the duodenum. The patient was a 53-year-old woman who presented with a short history of right upper quadrant pain radiating to the back. Clinical examination was unremarkable. Her bilirubin and amylase levels were normal, but her other liver function test results were elevated: γ-glutamyltransferase 656 (normal 0–50) U/l, alkaline phosphatase 156 (normal 40–120) U/l, aspartate transaminase 418 (normal <40) U/l, and alanine transaminase 346 (normal <45) U/l.

At endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography, the major duodenal papilla was firm and ulcerated. The cholangiogram showed a short distal bile duct stricture and a dilated bile duct. Multiple biopsies were not diagnostic. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed a 26-mm mass in the pancreatic head, causing dilation of the biliary tree and indentation (but not obstruction) of the duodenum (fig. 1). The mass was situated adjacent to the ampulla of Vater, more within the duodenal wall than in the pancreas (fig. 2). A classical pancreateoduodenectomy was performed, and the patient was discharged well from hospital 27 days following surgery on a normal diet and drain free. Postoperatively, the patient’s *Helicobacter pylori* IgG antibody titre was found to be elevated, and eradication therapy was prescribed.

Postoperative examination of the specimen showed a firm 24 × 16 × 25-mm mass in the second part of the duodenum, with an overlying 10 × 8-mm area of mucosal ulceration. Histology revealed a mixture of bland spindle and stellate cells, along with inflammatory cells set within a collagenous background (fig. 3). The inflammatory cells were predominately eosinophils, with smaller amounts of lymphocytes and plasma cells. Mesenchymal cells did not show pleomorphism, and mitoses were difficult to detect. The spindle cells were positive for CD34 on immunostaining, although staining for CD34 was stronger in tumour vessels. The tumour was negative for S100, smooth muscle actin, CD117, and bcl-2. There was no evidence of malignancy. Although the lesion was not polypoid, its profile was otherwise consistent with IFP.

A search of the PubMed database [http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed] from 1971 onwards using the search terms ‘inflammatory’, ‘fibroid’, and ‘polyp’ yielded 46 relevant publications. Searches using the alternative terms ‘submucosal granuloma’, ‘fibroma with eosinophilic infiltration’, ‘duodenal haemangiopericytoma’, and ‘Vanek’s tumour’ yielded a further three papers. References for the larger published series were then searched to identify all duodenal IFP case reports. Non-English publications were excluded from the analysis, with the exception of one recent paper deemed to be significant [16].
Anatomical Site

At least 1,000 IFPs have been described thus far in the literature, of which 70% have been gastric in origin (see Table 1 for distribution). Other GI sites affected (in decreasing order of frequency) were small bowel (mainly the ileum), colon, gallbladder, oesophagus, duodenum, appendix, and rectum. In the earliest review of the IFP literature, Johnstone and Morson [5] reported 3 cases of duodenal IFP, 2 of whom were referenced from the earlier German literature. A detailed description of an unusually long polyp in the third part of the duodenum was published in 1980 [14]. Two duodenal IFPs were reported by Shimer and Helwig [13], but limited clinicopathological data are provided. A recent report of a duodenal IFP has been published in abstract form [15], with limited clinical information. A summary of these case reports is provided in Table 2. Four duodenal haemangiopericytomas reviewed by Binder et al. [17] were locally invasive tumours with haematogenous spread, so bear no resemblance to IFP and were excluded from the analysis.

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics

Patients with IFP typically present in the 5th to 7th decade of life [14, 18, 19]. Occurrence in children is rare [20]. Both sexes appear to be equally affected, although the female-to-male ratios have ranged from 2.8:1 [21] to 0.7:1 [5]. Presenting signs and symptoms vary according...
to anatomical site (table 1). Duodenal IFPs typically present with non-specific features of abdominal pain or upper GI blood loss (table 2). Peripheral blood smears show normal eosinophil and IgE levels in virtually all patients with IFP, regardless of GI location [5, 13, 14, 22]. The majority of the lesions reported have been <2 cm in diameter [14]. Multiple synchronous and metachronous disease is rare. Two synchronous gastric IFPs have been reported twice [23, 24] and four once [23]. Two synchronous IFPs beyond the ligament of Treitz have been reported twice [13, 25]. There has been 1 case of a synchronous duodenal and jejunal lesion [5].

### Pathogenesis

The aetiology of IFPs is uncertain [22]. Early debate as to whether the lesion is neoplastic or not has now been resolved in favour of it being a benign reactive phenomenon similar to a granuloma [4, 5], occurring in response to an unknown irritant [9, 22, 26–28]. However, no foreign body has as yet been found in association with IFP [29]. Although its macroscopic appearance is similar to that of a pyogenic granuloma of the skin, the two conditions share no histological similarities [5, 13]. IFP is unrelated to eosinophilic enteritis, although it has been suggested that IFP may represent a mild or aborted form of this rare disorder [24].

The IFP may be associated with concurrent or synchronous neoplastic and neoplastic GI lesions, but a causal relationship is not supported by the literature [21, 23]. There have been isolated reports of IFP at various sites co-existing with granular cell tumour [30] and some immune system disorders, including human immunodeficiency virus infection [31], ankylosing spondylitis [32], Crohn’s disease [13, 33], and neurofibromatosis [34], but these are not consistent findings and likely to be coincidental [13]. The possibility that IFP is caused by a parasite has been raised, but there is scant literature to support this theory [21, 29]. Some have suggested that localized vascular inflammation may occur in response to an as yet unidentified factor [27, 28] that induces hyperplasia of stromal cells and vessels [32].

After the first report of a patient with *H. pylori* gastritis and a gastric IFP in 1996 [35], it was postulated that some gastric IFPs are the result of the immune response to chronic *H. pylori* infection [36]. There has also been a Japanese report of a gastric IFP diagnosed on the basis of the endoscopic appearance which regressed endoscopically within 3 months after *H. pylori* eradication [11]. However, since this paper was published, it has been pointed out that the endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) findings in that patient were not typical of IFP [37], and the absence of histological confirmation does not allow for any therapeutic inferences to be drawn. The aetiological role and mechanism of *H. pylori* in IFP, if any, remain speculative [11].

---

**Table 2. Summary of eight case reports of duodenal IFPs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Age years</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Size cm</th>
<th>Mucosa</th>
<th>Morphology</th>
<th>Eosinophils</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ott et al. [14]</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>D3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>eroded</td>
<td>elongated</td>
<td>scant</td>
<td>epigastric pain and melaena abdominal pain and ‘dyspepsia’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnstone and Morson [5]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>numerous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Johnstone and Morson [5] | duodenum and jejenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodenum | duodeno

Blank = Not described.

D1, D2, and D3 refer to anatomical parts of the duodenum.
Diagnosis

There is a single report of a correct pre-operative diagnosis of a gastric IFP using a combination of oesophagogastroduodenoscopy, EUS, and computed tomography scan [10], but not in the duodenum. The relevant radiological literature is limited, pertaining mainly to gastric and small-bowel IFPs, and fails to identify specific diagnostic criteria to differentiate IFPs from other more commonly detected lesions [4, 38].

Endoscopy

Oesophagogastric and duodenal IFPs are seen on upper GI endoscopy as protruding intramural lesions with a smooth and often ulcerated mucosa. Colorectal lesions are identified at colonoscopy and small-bowel lesions at the time of surgery, usually for obstruction. Macroscopically, the differential diagnosis includes GI stromal tumour (GIST) and submucosal lipoma [39]. Endoscopic biopsies are unhelpful for the diagnosis of IFPs [18, 39, 40], with only 10% of the gastric lesions diagnosed correctly prior to resection [18].

EUS has emerged as a promising diagnostic tool for gastric IFPs [39, 41]. On EUS, these lesions show indistinct margins, are hypo-echogenic and homogeneous, and are located within the second and third sono graphic layers of the gastric wall. Internal echoes may be seen which correspond to the numerous blood vessels within the lesion [41]. In contrast, a GIST is transmural [42] and, like a lipoma, has well-defined margins on EUS [39]. Thus far, there have been no reports of a duodenal IFP being diagnosed pre-operatively by EUS.

Histopathology

Histologically, an IFP appears as an exuberant [13], non-encapsulated, localized proliferation of mononuclear spindle-shaped cells [7] with an inflammatory infiltrate often dominated by eosinophils [23]. The non-encapsulated proliferating spindle cells correspond with the indistinct margins seen on EUS [41]. IFPs are typically vascular, with a network of variably sized blood vessels throughout [43]. The arrangement of spindle-shaped cells is occasionally concentric, with an ‘onion-skin’-like appearance [7, 24]. Focal areas of surface ulceration are sometimes seen [6]. The lesion is thought to arise in the lower layer of the lamina propria [23] and, although typically polypoidal [5], may be sessile [5, 21]. Unlike GISTs which push aside bundles of the muscularis propria, IFPs cause splitting, fraying, and atrophy of the muscle wall layers [6].

Four distinct histological patterns have been described for gastric IFPs, i.e., classical fibrovascular, nodular, sclerotic, and oedematous [21]. There has been a report of nuclear pleomorphism, but this is considered to be very unusual [5, 7, 27, 43]. There is some evidence that the histological pattern of gastric and small-bowel IFPs may be determined by the age of the lesion [21, 23]. Kim and Kim [21] noted that smaller lesions have a more marked concentric distribution of spindle-shaped cells and that, as the lesion becomes bigger, the dominant histological type progresses through the different phases already mentioned. Different histological patterns may co-exist in the same lesion, and it has been suggested [21] that the oedematous pattern is an artefact of intestinal obstruction.

Electron microscopy has further characterized four components of gastric and intestinal IFPs: (1) uniform mesenchymal fibroblast-like, stellate, or spindle-shaped cells with abundant rough endoplasmic reticulum; (2) inflammatory cells (eosinophils, plasma cells, lymphocytes) in capillary lumen and interstitium; (3) prominent arborizing vascular channels as well as closed capillaries, and (4) loose granulofibrillar material comprising the extracellular space [19]. It should be noted that eosinophilic infiltration whilst characteristic of IFP is not pathognomonic and is found in other unrelated disorders [38]. For example, fibroblasts in asthmatics are known to secrete eotaxin, a potent eosinophil chemotactic factor [44], but whether this mechanism accounts for the eosinophilic infiltration in IFP needs further investigation.

After GIST and sarcoma [45] have been excluded histologically, the differential diagnosis of IFP includes haemangioendothelioma, haemangioi pericytoma [3], spindle cell carcinoma [9], T cell lymphoma [9], solitary fibrous tumour [46], and inflammatory pseudotumour [26, 46] and should exclude an identifiable polyposis syndrome. The latter occurs in children and generally with systemic manifestations [9]. Moreover, an inflammatory pseudotumour is usually larger than an IFP, with diffuse margins and few eosinophils [9].

An ultrastructural study [7] has failed to determine the histogenesis of IFPs. The main cellular component of IFPs remains unclear, but is of mesenchymal origin [23].

Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemical staining of the spindle cell component of IFPs from various GI sites shows almost 100% positivity for vimentin [4] and CD34 [27], but variable staining for smooth muscle actin, HHF-35, KP1, and Mac 387 [23]. Neuron-specific enolase and S-100 binding
are not observed [7, 27, 43], militating against a neurogenic origin. The spindle-shaped cells lack factor-VIII-associated antigen [7, 19, 26, 27, 43], arguing against a vascular origin. On the basis of the almost complete staining of IFP spindle cells for CD34, it has been suggested that the cell of origin is a primitive perivascular fibroblast [7]. Pantanowitz et al. [22] demonstrated that these lesions stain uniformly for CD35 and overexpress cyclin D1 suggesting a defect in the cell cycle regulation and concluded that the proliferating stromal cells are of dendritic cell origin with myofibroblastic differentiation. IFPs have been shown to stain inconsistently for HMB-45, PGM1, desmin, h-caldesmon, EMA, ALK-1, SCF, bcl-2, CD21, CD23, HHV8, and EBER [22, 27].

Genotype profiling of twelve predominantly gastric IFPs showed no loss of heterozygosity at any of the 14 commonly analyzed tumour suppressor gene loci [26], lending further support to the view that these lesions are not neoplastic. An immunohistochemical study [27] does not support the suggestion that IFP is a subtype of GIST, as staining for CD117 was not detected [22, 26].

**Treatment**

In order to relieve symptoms and resolve diagnostic uncertainty, complete resection is the treatment of choice for IFP. Endoscopic polypectomy is the ideal technique, if the lesion is polyoidal and accessible, as is usually the case in stomach and colon. Given that IFPs arise from the submucosa and may be sessile, endoscopic resection may result in perforation or incomplete resection and increases the risk of local recurrence. There has been a report of local recurrence at the cardio-oesophageal junction following endoscopic submucosal excision [40], but the nature of the initial microscopic resection margin is unclear in this paper, and the possibility that the observation may reflect residual disease rather than true recurrence cannot be excluded.

Clustering of multiple small-bowel IFPs has been documented in two families [16, 47] and is called the ‘Devon polyposis syndrome’. There were no local recurrences following 15 operations, but all the women in both series developed multiple IFPs at other sites within the small bowel [14, 16, 48]. No patient with this syndrome has been treated for a duodenal IFP.

**Conclusions**

This is the first systematic clinicopathological correlation of IFP in the duodenum. The histological and immunohistochemical findings in our patient support the diagnosis of a nodular duodenal IFP. Although there have been previous reports of a duodenal suture granuloma causing bile duct [49] and pancreatic duct [50] obstruction, this is also the first time to our knowledge that a duodenal IFP causing common biliary compression in a H.-pylori-positive patient has been described. Surgeons should be aware of the existence of this benign entity in the duodenum which may mimic malignant spindle cell tumours such as GIST, leiomyoma, leiomyosarcoma, and schwannoma on superficial biopsies. Duodenal IFP should thus be included in the differential diagnoses of all peripancreatic masses. EUS should improve our ability to make a pre-operative diagnosis of IFP in the duodenum, enabling local resection and, in some patients, may avoid unnecessary pancreatoduodenectomy.
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